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Consultant - Internal MedicineConsultant - Internal Medicine

QualificationQualification

MBBS | MD (General Medicine)MBBS | MD (General Medicine)

OverviewOverview

Dr. Dinesh V Kamath is a highly respected and accomplishedDr. Dinesh V Kamath is a highly respected and accomplished
consultant in Internal Medicine at Manipal Hospitals. With anconsultant in Internal Medicine at Manipal Hospitals. With an
impressive qualification of MBBS and MD in General Medicine, Dr.impressive qualification of MBBS and MD in General Medicine, Dr.
Kamath brings a wealth of knowledge and expertise to his field due toKamath brings a wealth of knowledge and expertise to his field due to
his fellowship at the prestigious STENO Diabetes Center in Denmark,his fellowship at the prestigious STENO Diabetes Center in Denmark,
that further enhances his skills in diabetology. Dr. Kamath is athat further enhances his skills in diabetology. Dr. Kamath is a
respected member of numerous prestigious medical organisations,respected member of numerous prestigious medical organisations,
including the Association of Physicians of India (API) and the Researchincluding the Association of Physicians of India (API) and the Research
Society for the Study of Diabetes in India (RSSDI). His associationsSociety for the Study of Diabetes in India (RSSDI). His associations
demonstrate his dedication to remaining current on developments anddemonstrate his dedication to remaining current on developments and
research in his fields of specialisation. Dr. Kamath is widelyresearch in his fields of specialisation. Dr. Kamath is widely
acknowledged for his commitments to internal medicine, critical care,acknowledged for his commitments to internal medicine, critical care,
and diabetology. He is well-known for his all-encompassing approach toand diabetology. He is well-known for his all-encompassing approach to
patient care, ensuring people receive personalised treatment programspatient care, ensuring people receive personalised treatment programs
customised to their unique requirements. Dr. Dinesh is one of the bestcustomised to their unique requirements. Dr. Dinesh is one of the best
physicians in Malleshwaram, Bangalore. Dr. Kamath has distinguishedphysicians in Malleshwaram, Bangalore. Dr. Kamath has distinguished
accomplishments, outstanding credentials, and various membershipsaccomplishments, outstanding credentials, and various memberships
in the medical field. He has been featured in various talks andin the medical field. He has been featured in various talks and
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publications, shedding light on critical topics such as the increasingpublications, shedding light on critical topics such as the increasing
cases of diabetes and the immediate need for patient awarenesscases of diabetes and the immediate need for patient awareness
regarding diseases. His notable publications include "Bengaluru Beatsregarding diseases. His notable publications include "Bengaluru Beats
Mumbai, and That's not a good thing" and "Doctors are losing theirMumbai, and That's not a good thing" and "Doctors are losing their
patients." These articles reflect his dedication to educating the medicalpatients." These articles reflect his dedication to educating the medical
fraternity and the general public about pressing healthcare issues. Dr.fraternity and the general public about pressing healthcare issues. Dr.
Kamath has also shared his insights on managing the new mutation ofKamath has also shared his insights on managing the new mutation of
diseases, emphasising the importance of staying informed anddiseases, emphasising the importance of staying informed and
implementing appropriate measures to combat evolving healthimplementing appropriate measures to combat evolving health
challenges. His expertise has been instrumental in guiding medicalchallenges. His expertise has been instrumental in guiding medical
professionals and patients alike during times of crisis. With familiarityprofessionals and patients alike during times of crisis. With familiarity
with different dialects, including Kannada, Hindi, English, and Telugu,with different dialects, including Kannada, Hindi, English, and Telugu,
Dr. Kamath effectively speaks with diverse patients, guaranteeing clearDr. Kamath effectively speaks with diverse patients, guaranteeing clear
comprehension and powerful treatment results. The excellentcomprehension and powerful treatment results. The excellent
reputation that Dr. Dinesh V. Kamath enjoys as an Internal Medicinereputation that Dr. Dinesh V. Kamath enjoys as an Internal Medicine
Consultant is well-deserved. Given his commitment to his patients andConsultant is well-deserved. Given his commitment to his patients and
in-depth preparation and skill, he is a regarded medical professional.in-depth preparation and skill, he is a regarded medical professional.
Dr. Kamath focuses on the well-being and recovery of his patientsDr. Kamath focuses on the well-being and recovery of his patients
while giving sympathetic and proof-based treatment, whether inwhile giving sympathetic and proof-based treatment, whether in
diabetology, internal medication, or critical care. In summary, Dr.diabetology, internal medication, or critical care. In summary, Dr.
Dinesh V Kamath's qualifications, memberships, and contributions toDinesh V Kamath's qualifications, memberships, and contributions to
the field of medicine highlight his dedication and expertise as athe field of medicine highlight his dedication and expertise as a
Consultant in Internal Medicine. His patient-centred approach andConsultant in Internal Medicine. His patient-centred approach and
extensive knowledge in diabetology, internal medicine, and criticalextensive knowledge in diabetology, internal medicine, and critical
care make him a highly sought-after healthcare professional. With acare make him a highly sought-after healthcare professional. With a
commitment to advancing patient awareness and deliveringcommitment to advancing patient awareness and delivering
exceptional care, Dr. Kamath continues to contribute significantly toexceptional care, Dr. Kamath continues to contribute significantly to
the medical community at Manipal Hospitals.the medical community at Manipal Hospitals.
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STENO Diabetes center, DenmarkSTENO Diabetes center, Denmark
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Field of ExpertiseField of Expertise

DiabetologyDiabetology
Internal MedicineInternal Medicine
Critical CareCritical Care

Languages SpokenLanguages Spoken

KannadaKannada
HindiHindi
EnglishEnglish
TeluguTelugu

Talks & PublicationsTalks & Publications

Bengaluru beats Mumbai, and that's not a good thing, Dr. Dinesh V Kamath- Consultant Internal Medicine,Bengaluru beats Mumbai, and that's not a good thing, Dr. Dinesh V Kamath- Consultant Internal Medicine,
Manipal Hospitals Malleshwaram Manipal Hospitals Malleshwaram Click HereClick Here
Docs are losing their patients- Dr. Dinesh V Kamath, Consultant- Internal Medicine, Manipal HospitalsDocs are losing their patients- Dr. Dinesh V Kamath, Consultant- Internal Medicine, Manipal Hospitals
Malleshwaram. Malleshwaram. Click HereClick Here
There is an urgent need to elevate the patient awareness levels regarding diseases- Dr Dinesh V Kamath,There is an urgent need to elevate the patient awareness levels regarding diseases- Dr Dinesh V Kamath,
Consultant- Internal Medicine, Manipal Hospitals Malleswaram. Consultant- Internal Medicine, Manipal Hospitals Malleswaram. Click HereClick Here
MANAGING THE NEW MUTATION - Dr Dinesh V Kamath, Consultant- Internal Medicine, Manipal HospitalsMANAGING THE NEW MUTATION - Dr Dinesh V Kamath, Consultant- Internal Medicine, Manipal Hospitals
Malleshwaram. Malleshwaram. Click HereClick Here
For clearer picture, docs pick CT scan over RT-PCR -Dr Dinesh V Kamath, Consultant - Internal Medicine,For clearer picture, docs pick CT scan over RT-PCR -Dr Dinesh V Kamath, Consultant - Internal Medicine,
Manipal Hospitals, Malleswaram. Manipal Hospitals, Malleswaram. Click HereClick Here
Dr. Dinesh V Kamath on Throat trouble? Blame the extreme weather | Bangalore Mirror. Dr. Dinesh V Kamath on Throat trouble? Blame the extreme weather | Bangalore Mirror. Click HereClick Here
Dr. Dinesh Kamath on Over 4,000 Dengue Cases Reported in B’luru: All You Need To Know About Outbreak |Dr. Dinesh Kamath on Over 4,000 Dengue Cases Reported in B’luru: All You Need To Know About Outbreak |
The Quint. The Quint. Click HereClick Here
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https://bangaloremirror.indiatimes.com/bangalore/others/bengaluru-beats-mumbai-and-thats-not-a-good-thing/articleshow/78082645.cms
https://bangaloremirror.indiatimes.com/bangalore/others/bengaluru-beats-mumbai-and-thats-not-a-good-thing/articleshow/78082645.cms
https://bangaloremirror.indiatimes.com/bangalore/cover-story/a-fest-one-doctor-are-losing-their-patients/articleshow/79161757.cms
https://bangaloremirror.indiatimes.com/bangalore/cover-story/a-fest-one-doctor-are-losing-their-patients/articleshow/79161757.cms
https://www.biospectrumindia.com/views/84/17853/there-is-an-urgent-need-to-elevate-the-patient-awareness-levels-regarding-diseases.html
https://www.biospectrumindia.com/views/84/17853/there-is-an-urgent-need-to-elevate-the-patient-awareness-levels-regarding-diseases.html
https://www.newindianexpress.com/cities/bengaluru/2021/jan/21/managing-the-new-mutation-2252829.html 
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https://bangaloremirror.indiatimes.com/bangalore/others/throat-trouble-blame-the-extreme-weather/articleshow/100904429.cms
https://bangaloremirror.indiatimes.com/bangalore/others/throat-trouble-blame-the-extreme-weather/articleshow/100904429.cms
https://www.thequint.com/fit/dengue-outbreak-bengaluru-dehradun-symptoms-treatment-prevention-cases
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